P-450 CMT Computerized Welding Machine
Advanced Technology
The P-450 external welding machine is a single
torch modified GMAW welding system. This single
torch external welding system offers consistent
welding parameter and quality control, and provides
the user 32 programmable weld schedules. In
addition, this welding machine offers Thru the Arc
Seam Tracking to maintain centreline of the seam
around the circumference of a weld while welding.
The P-450 is a self-contained platform incorporating a
travel carriage, wire feed motor, pendant, wire buffer,
power supply, computer control box, and adjustable
welding head. Suitable for solid wire GMAW applications.

CRC-Evans Automatic Welding

This system is optimized for interface to digital power
sources to maintain a digital to digital connectivity.
The onboard computer ensures precise control of
welding parameters: volts, amps, travel speed,
oscillation, dwell times, etc. This system allows the
user to store a real-time log of all essential weld data
for further processing in a user-friendly Excel
spreadsheet format. This data can be uploaded to a
computer via a Bluetooth connection. The welding
parameters can be downloaded to the system using
the Bluetooth connection as well.

Welding System
Features

Benefits

 Narrow-gap joint design

 Less weld metal required

 Increased deposition rates for

 Higher production rates

 Precise control of essential parameters

root pass welding

 Microprocessor control

 Lower cost per weld

 Easy operation

 Less physical strain on welders

 Thru arc seam tracking

 Consistent weld quality

 Consistent weld properties

 Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) process capable

 Root pass welding on CRA and CMU
materials consitent

Mechanical Specifications
Length
18”
Width
19”
Height
16”
Weight (w/o buffer)
50lbs
1
Oscillation Rate
Oscillation Width2
Wire Feed Speed
Travel Speed3
Tilt Sensor4
Wire Feed Motor
Travel Motor (DC Brush-type motor)
Oscillation Motor
Vertical Motor
Minimum Cutback Distance (bevel to
Minimum Cutback Distance (bevel to
1
2

457mm
483mm
406mm
22.7kg

coating)
concrete)

Wire Spool Weight
Vertical Axis Stroke
Head Angle Adjustment

6lbs
2.5”
±0-10O

2.7kg
63.5mm
-

0-250 BPM
0-0.75”
0-19mm
20-866 IPM
0.5-22 meter/min
1-60 IPM
0-1.52 meter/min
O
Accurate to ±1
Digitally Controlled
Speed controlled via digital encoder
Uses a digital stepper motor
Uses a digital stepper motor
9.5”
241mm
13.5”
343mm

Uses 70:1 gear box for high torque; speed based on width setting, dwell time
3
4
Based on beats per minute
For 445:1 gear box
Calibration required

Electrical Specifications
 Required main power: 36 VDC regulated.
Auto-switching AC (120V to 240V) to DC
36V power supply provided by CRC-Evans
with P-450 system.
 Auxiliary power 24 VDC for land lines. (For
tractors with single battery an optional 12V
to 24V converter is available from CRC.)
 Generator requirement: 50 KVA per station
 Temperature Range: -40OC to +70OC
(Contact CRC-Evans for extreme weather
application setup requirements.)

Welding Power Supplies Supported
Fronius TPS 3200
(Contact CRC for support of other power sources.)

P-450
Welding
Station

Programmable Welding Parameters




















Pass and Weld Names
Pipe/Band/Wire Diameters
Welding Process
Motor Speeds
Motor Ramp Times
Motor Speed
Potentiometer Function
Oscillation Width and Width
Oscillation Frequency
Dynamic Arc Correction
Arc Trim Range and Limits
Work Point Range, Limits, and Ramp Time
Arc Voltage Range and Limits
Hot Start Work Point, Voltage, and Time
Vertical Tracking Speed
Vertical Target (Amps and Volts)
Vertical Target Limits (Amps and Volts)
Vertical Target Increment (Amps and Volts)
Vertical Tracking Thresholds (Amps and Volts)





















Crater Fill Time
Burn Back Time
Blow Wire In Puddle Delay and Period
Post-Purge Time
Units (English or Metric)
Clockwise or Counterclockwise Bug Type
Torch View
Auto Tilt-Based Welding Mode
Dry Cycle Mode
Arc Length
Enable/Disable Oscillation Width Adjustment
Oscillation Width Adjustment Increment
Support for Multiple Shielding Gas
Reverse Travel Speed and Ending Angle
Enable/Disable Data Logging
Data Logging Distance
Enable/Disable 1G Welding Mode
Horizontal Tracking Gain
Horizontal Tracking Bias

Additional Features






Tip-to-Work Tracking maintains the torch at a constant stick-out distance
Thirty-two programmable welding passes
Enforced limits on programmable welding parameters (motor speeds, oscillation width, etc.)
Horizontal tracking enable or disable on a pass by pass basis (process dependent)
Data logging is made easy with a laptop and Excel interface software supplied by CRC-Evans (PDA option
also available)
 Position-Based Welding allows real-time weld parameter changes via the tilt sensor
 No trim pots or jumper settings on any hardware component
 Feedback from optical encoders on digital motors removes the need for motor calibration
 Adjustable arc trim for pulse welding helps control heat input
 Independent modular power driver stages for all motors assist in easy troubleshooting
 Easy-to-use graphical interface program allows upload and download of welding paramenters
 Onboard menu system allows weld parameters to be modified from the control panel using the secure data
key (PDA option also available)
 System can be programmed to perform a single function or pass for multiple-station applications
 Programmable potentiometer can be set to control wire feed speed or travel speed

Special Features and Applications
Arc Strike Distance
The P-450 system can be programmed to control a
specific distance at which the arc is struck and is
programmable from pass to pass for consistent arc
startup.

P-450 Pendant
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Disclaimer

Although great care has been taken in compiling the information contained in this catalogue, CRC-Evans does not accept
responsibility for the consequences of any errors, nor for the effects of any subsequent changes made by the various sources of data.
Dimensions and weights provided for reference only. Dimensions, specifications and weights can vary depending upon final
configuration of the equipment. Please contact CRC-Evans to confirm final weights and dimensions prior to shipment.

Houston: (832) 249-3100 Toll Free: (800) 664-9224 • Tulsa: (918) 438-2100
Netherlands: +31-36-711-7500 • www.crc-evans.com

